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5 Searching for Old Europe
Marija Gimbutas and the Problem of 
Cultural Appropriation in Feminist 
Spirituality

Gimbutas’ vision of the matristic and Goddess-worshiping civilization of 
Old Europe fits rather neatly within the context of 1970s American fem-
inism, particularly the strand of it that has since been dubbed “cultural 
feminism.”1 Deriving their ideas from radical feminist authors such as 
Adrienne Rich and Mary Daly, they aimed to reverse the traditional patri-
archal understandings of masculinity and femininity, and rethink “feminine 
essence” as a source of women’s empowerment.2 The victory against patri-
archy for them was achieved not by the eradication of the sex-class system, 
but in revaluing the traits associated with females.3 In an effort to rethink 
what it means to be a woman, feminists in this tradition looked back at the 
prehistory of human civilization, searching both for an explanation of the 
development of patriarchy, and for proof of the existence of an alterna-
tive social and ideological structure, where females were associated with 
power, strength, and creativity. Marija Gimbutas’ work, which described 
the Great Goddess worship in Neolithic and Chalcolithic Europe and the 
social structure of these prehistoric societies, provided a scientific ground 
for the feminists aiming to deconstruct the historical universality of patriar-
chy. Her hypothesis of a harmonious, peaceful, and egalitarian prehistoric 
women-centered society of Old Europe became particularly important for 
the American feminist spirituality movement, or the Goddess movement, 
which flourished in the 1980s and the 1990s in the U.S.4

Although the correspondence between Gimbutas’ work and cultural/
radical feminist discourses of the same period is obvious, it has not been 
studied thoroughly by someone outside of the circles of the Goddess move-
ment. One of the likely reasons for this is Gimbutas’ hesitance to explicitly 
call herself a feminist and her wish to be seen primarily as a disinterested 
scientist.5 In this chapter I do not aim to put on Gimbutas the label of 
“feminism,” that she herself refused during her lifetime. Instead, drawing 
on the insights developed in feminist new biography studies,6 I wish to 
contextualize her intellectual and life trajectory within the framework of 
the history of the American women’s liberation movement from the 1970s 
to the 1990s and show the mutual influences between feminist thinking 
and Gimbutas’ work. I propose that despite Gimbutas not calling herself 
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a feminist, the context of feminist activism and theorizing has constituted 
one of the most foundational backgrounds both to her work and to the 
reception of her ideas.

Moreover, employing insights from postcolonial studies and critical post-
socialist studies, I bring to the forefront the role that Gimbutas’ Lithuanian 
background and the Cold War context played in her work, as well as its 
reception within the American feminist spirituality movement. This move-
ment has been criticized for its whiteness, Eurocentrism, and the appropria-
tion of other cultures. In this chapter I argue that Gimbutas’ self-fashioning7 
as an heir to an authentic pre-Soviet Eastern European cultural tradition 
had a significant effect on the popularity of her work and persona in the 
feminist spirituality movement. In her work, Gimbutas brought the margins 
of Europe to the center of the narrative of the development of Western civi-
lization – showing how, for example, the Lithuanian goddess-witch Ragana 
can reveal more about the roots of European culture than the currently glob-
ally dominant Anglo-Saxon cultural images. Subsequently, the Orientalized 
images of premodern Eastern Europe were claimed by the feminist spiritual-
ity movement in the U.S. in an effort to counter the accusations of cultural 
appropriation of other, non-Western cultures.

In this chapter I outline the genealogy of radical/cultural feminism and the 
development of the Goddess movement, focusing on the importance that the 
movement placed on narratives of prehistory. I position Gimbutas’ works 
on Old Europe at the cultural moment of women’s liberation in the U.S., 
and show the effect that they had on feminist audiences in the 1970s and the 
1980s. Then I delve into the relationship between the Goddess movement 
and Gimbutas, demonstrating that by the late 1980s Gimbutas was famil-
iar with radical feminist views and language politics and had this audience 
in mind when writing her last two books. Gimbutas used her Lithuanian 
heritage to fashion a certain scientific persona, which would be attractive 
for spiritual feminists in the U.S., but also, and most importantly, she con-
tinued her life-long endeavor of advocating for Lithuanian independence 
through showcasing the uniqueness and the wealth of the folk culture and 
traditions of her homeland. Gimbutas’ work on Old Europe should be inter-
preted as a negotiation of the issue of European belonging of marginalized 
Eastern European nations, such as Lithuania, which, I believe, sheds new 
light on decolonial debates about cultural appropriation and Eurocentrism 
in feminism.

Feminists Rediscovering the Goddess

The 1970s was an important period for the feminist reconsideration of reli-
gion and spirituality in the U.S.8 Published in 1973, Mary Daly’s seminal book 
Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation argued 
for the necessity for the women’s movement to deal with the exclusively male 
imaginary of God in the Christian faith. While the majority of Second Wave 
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feminists were secular or atheist, due to their embeddedness in existentialist 
and Marxist philosophical traditions,9 the radical feminist philosopher and 
theologian Daly argued that the women’s movement could not go around the 
apparently universal human desire for spiritual fulfillment. For Daly, the trans-
formation sought by feminists could not stop at what she saw as merely for-
mal changes within the male-dominated political and spiritual systems, such 
as voting rights or the ordination of women. The goal was to leave behind the 
ontological framework derived from the Judeo-Christian tradition and imagine 
the ultimate transcendence, or God, from a female point of view. In her call for 
feminism to be “not only many-faceted but cosmic and ultimately religious in 
its vision,” Daly famously re-envisioned the feminist revolution as a change in 
consciousness and not primarily a fight for an institutional change.10

A similar line of thought was continued by other feminists, such as 
Adrienne Rich (1976)11 and Susan Griffin (1978).12 What characterized these 
works, later put under the umbrella term of “cultural feminism,” was their 
commitment to the women-centered approach, the connection of feminism 
with environmental politics, skepticism towards technological progress, and 
the importance assigned to psychological and spiritual change.13 Reacting to 
the earlier tendency in radical feminism to transcend the “biology” of gender 
altogether and strive towards androgyny, cultural feminists wanted instead to 
reclaim femininity, reverse the predominant negative associations with wom-
anhood and female power, and create a culture based on “female values” 
(presumed to be superior to “male values”) of nonviolence and non-posses-
sion.14 The appearance of women’s or feminist spirituality movement was a 
part of this “cultural” tendency in feminism. As feminist historians notice, 
starting with the late 1970s, feminist spirituality became a flourishing field of 
theorizing and activism, especially on the West Coast of the U.S., with a set of 
accompanying institutions, such as magazines, bookshops, publishing houses, 
as well as health centers.15 Feminists even had their own educational institu-
tions – like The Woman’s Building in Los Angeles, dedicated to feminist art 
education.16 At its peak, the movement was rather diverse: for some women 
feminist spirituality was primarily a catalyst for political and artistic activism 
and writing, for others it became a countercultural religious community.

Radical or cultural feminism and the feminist spirituality movement 
were criticized harshly by Marxist feminists17 and, later, post-structuralist 
feminists.18 It was the Marxist feminist historian Echols who invented the 
term “cultural feminism,” to differentiate the more spiritual and women-
centered feminism from the earlier androgynous political radicalism. Over 
the course of a couple of decades since its inception, the movement was 
criticized for its esotericism, inwardness, and apolitical tendencies, as well 
as the attachment of feminist struggle to the female anatomy, which eventu-
ally led some strands of radical feminism towards transphobia. The infa-
mous book The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the She-Male,19 which 
is seen as a landmark text in fueling transphobia among feminists, was writ-
ten, for example, by Janice G. Raymond, who was a doctoral supervisee of 
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Mary Daly. Perceiving these tendencies, authors such as Donna Haraway 
distanced themselves from cultural feminism, with the famous phrase “I 
would rather be a cyborg than a goddess.”20 Judith Butler, similarly to 
Haraway, saw the movement as dangerously holding on to the ideas of 
the Golden Age and a certain gendered purity, which was not politically 
relevant and even detrimental in the contemporary postmodern world.21 
With the rise of post-structuralist feminism with its focus on gender rather 
than women, radical feminism became marginalized, or even seen as “out-
side of the bounds of acceptable feminism.”22 However, many of its ideas, 
especially the reevaluation of femininity and the search for spiritual roots in 
native and folk cultures continue to be highly influential in women’s move-
ments and produced extremely different interpretations globally.

One of the landmark texts in presenting the theoretical background 
for feminist spirituality was the collected volume Womanspirit Rising. A 
Feminist Reader in Religion,23 which distinguished between the two strands 
of feminist engagement with religion, as they developed in the 1970s: one 
“reformist,” aiming at the transformation of traditional religions, while 
the other one more “radical” in its breaking with the tradition. The pro-
ponents of the latter strand, according to Christ and Plaskow, aimed to 
establish a new “revolutionary” belief system, referred to by a variety of 
names: witchcraft, neopaganism, womanspirit, or Goddess movement. 
Within this “radical” strand were authors such as Carol P. Christ, Naomi 
R. Goldenberg, Zsuzsanna Budapest, Starhawk, Merlin Stone, and others. 
The breaking with the Judeo-Christian tradition, implied in the creation of 
the Goddess movement, meant the need to look for an alternative “tradi-
tion” – to invent a new history and mythology which would ground the new 
spirituality in a different cosmology. Therefore, feminists in this new reli-
gious formation turned to “the prebiblical past in constructing new feminist 
spiritual visions.”24 The widely quoted article by Christ “Why Women Need 
the Goddess: Phenomenological, Psychological and Political Reflections,”25 
encouraged a quest for new spiritual origins. Following Daly, in this text 
Christ argued that participating in religious rituals that are centered around 
the symbolism of the male God alienates women from their bodies and their 
identity as women. The symbolism of the female Goddess facilitates, on the 
other hand, regaining the sense of strength inherent in women’s bodies, and 
the belief in women’s own willpower. Therefore, Christ argued, Goddess 
symbolism must become the basis for feminist spirituality.

The interest in prehistoric Goddess worship meant that the feminist spir-
ituality movement revised the nineteenth-century idea of prehistoric matri-
archy, found in the writings of J.J. Bachofen, Friedrich Engels, and others, 
and gave this idea a feminist twist. The sculptor and art historian Merlin 
Stone argued that

far from the generally accepted idea that the Judeo-Christian religions 
rescued women from supposedly more barbarian and anti-women 
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societies, women have actually lost a great deal of status and physical 
and material autonomy since the inception of these and other male-
worshipping religions.26

According to Stone, knowledge about the existence of prehistoric Goddesses-
worshipping and women-centered societies can help feminists both to 
understand the roots of today’s patriarchal structures and provide a utopian 
future vision. As the argument went, if patriarchy was only a historical phe-
nomenon of roughly the past 5,000 years, then contemporary feminist aspi-
rations for a radical cultural change had a much better historical grounding. 
While the contemporary mainstream culture was not rich with positive rep-
resentations of female power, the ancient, prehistoric, prebiblical societies, 
shrouded in mystery due to the lack of available information, could provide 
a utopian image of a society characterized by Goddess worship and female 
ascendency.

As the editors of the Womanspirit Rising volume noted, the relationship 
that contemporary feminists had with the ancient Goddess worship was 
rather paradoxical: although they were trying to break with patriarchal tra-
dition and mythology of origins, they were also risking to establish a new 
romanticized and possibly distorted picture of the past.27 The relationship 
with the prehistoric past was therefore a debated topic within the Goddess 
movement, ranging from metaphorical to more literal interpretations 
among participants. On the more metaphorical side of the spectrum was, 
for example, the radical lesbian feminist poet Adrienne Rich, who argued 
that the historical reality of Goddess worship and the existence of “matri-
archal” societies is less important than the psychological aspect of the idea 
– the concept of beneficent female power.28 According to Rich, even if the 
“Golden Age” of Goddess worship did not exist, the individual experience 
that every human being had in their infancy – that of a bodily and psycho-
logical dependency on their mothers – was already a strong enough reason 
for the existence of a universal archetype of woman’s power and rule.29

For thinkers like Rich or Carol P. Christ,30 the actual historical “reality” 
of the prehistoric past was not as important as a certain feminist attitude 
and feeling that women had to acquire in approaching their individual and 
collective past. Although cultural feminists were critical of Carl Jung’s work 
on “anima,” his notion of archetype was a strong influence on thinking 
about the relationship with ancient Goddess worship.31 Jung believed that 
human consciousness carries inbuilt archetypes, or primal images, unchang-
ing basic forms of perception, which are then projected onto the real world.32 
Theorists of feminist spirituality employed Jungian ideas to argue that the 
images derived from ancient Goddess worship were alive in contemporary 
people’s minds as archetypes and needed only to be triggered in order to 
inspire “remembering” the times before patriarchy. A contemporary reim-
agining of the prehistoric Goddess and women-centered spirituality would 
therefore facilitate women’s empowerment and could serve feminist goals.
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While the women’s spirituality movement was dominated by people of 
white European descent, the issue of spiritual empowerment through the 
images of the ancient past was also a reoccurring theme in the work of 
Black feminists. In the famous essay “The Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic 
as Power,” (1978) the radical feminist lesbian poet Audre Lorde wrote 
about the erotic power of women, which, according to her, was to be found 
in a “deeply female and spiritual plane.”33 While in this essay Lorde did 
not explicitly connect women’s empowerment with the ancient spiritual 
images, she did so in the famous letter written to Mary Daly in 1979.34 This 
open letter addressed the Eurocentrism of the feminist spirituality move-
ment and its treatment of the prehistoric past. Lorde pointed out how Daly 
in her book Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism35 did not 
include any examples of Black heritage among the numerous examples of 
the ancient Goddess worship. Lorde criticized Daly for taking interest only 
in the prehistory of Judeo-Christian white cultures, and ignoring the images 
of the Goddess from an African context.36 For Lorde, it was important that 
the African ancient tradition of female ascendency and Goddess worship 
would become a part of the “reservoirs of our ancient power” for contem-
porary feminists.37

As the art historian Jennie Klein argues, Goddess spirituality became 
“the single most important idea to inform the radical politics of a number 
of artists working in the 1970s” (Klein 2009, 598), yet the Goddess in most 
of these accounts was metaphorical and symbolic. Only in neopagan circles, 
among such figures as the neopagan priestesses Starhawk and Zsuzsanna 
Budapest, the ancient Goddess tradition was understood not only as a lit-
erary tool, but as a historical legacy. Starhawk argued, for example, that 
modern feminist witchcraft inherited the tradition of the oldest world reli-
gion – Goddess worship. She encouraged women to rediscover witchcraft 
in its pre-Christian guise, as an “earth centered, nature-oriented worship 
that venerated the Goddess, the source of life.”38 This tradition, according 
to her, started in the Paleolithic and continued to be practiced after the rise 
of the patriarchal monotheistic religions. Following the understanding of 
witchcraft as it was first popularized by the British Egyptologist Margaret 
Murray,39 Starhawk argued that witch-hunts in the Early Modern period in 
Europe were a fight of the Christian churches against the remnants of the 
ancient Goddess religion.40 The persecution of witches, according to this 
popular narrative, forced the pagan Goddess religion to go underground, 
until it was revived again in the mid-twentieth century by neopagans and 
feminists.41 Another important figure in creating the modern Goddess spirit-
uality, its separatist Dianic (women-only) strand, Zsuzsanna Budapest, also 
claimed to be following an ancient tradition of witchcraft as it was secretly 
practiced in her motherland Hungary.42 In neopagan feminist circles, thus, 
the historicity of Goddess worship was perceived as factual, and served as 
an important background out of which the new spiritual tradition could be 
rebuilt.
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Sources of Pre-Her-Story

The interest in ancient Goddess worship naturally facilitated an increasing 
examination of the ancient past. The first author to delve into this history 
from a feminist point of view was the librarian Elizabeth Gould Davis, with 
her book The First Sex.43 The book was initially widely read by feminists, 
and inspired one of the earliest “cultural feminist” texts “Mother Right. 
A New Feminist Theory.”44 Later Gould Davis’ book was, however, criti-
cized for its lack of scientific rigor and largely dismissed. Merlin Stone’s 
book When God Was A Woman45 was received with much more appre-
ciation. The sculptor and art historian Stone, an active participant in the 
feminist spirituality movement, described ancient Goddess worship and the 
violent rise of the patriarchal religious and political establishment, focusing 
on the Near and Middle East sources. Although Stone based her book on 
careful research, she was, like Gould Davis, an amateur prehistorian – not 
trained as a historian or an archaeologist, which meant that she had to rely 
in her research almost exclusively on secondary sources. Moreover, Stone 
supported her arguments with references to the works of some of the nine-
teenth- and early twentieth-century scholars,46 who had rather conservative 
ideas on femininity and masculinity.47 This, of course, contradicted the ideo-
logical goals of Second Wave feminists.

The timing of Gimbutas’ Gods and Goddess could have not been more 
perfect – published in 1974, it landed in the fertile soil of the growing femi-
nist spirituality movement and filled in the perceived lack of scholarly infor-
mation about prehistoric Goddess-worshiping. The place was also perfect 
– Gimbutas lived and worked in Los Angeles, the city that was arguably the 
biggest hub of the Goddess movement.48 The narrative of the rise and fall 
of the women-centered and Goddess-worshiping societies of Neolithic Old 
Europe was based on primary sources and scholarly classification, analysis, 
and interpretation. Gimbutas herself had directed the excavations that pro-
duced many of the artifacts described in the book. The scientific authority 
that Gimbutas brought to the debate was therefore incomparable to Stone, 
Gould Davis, and others. Moreover, Gimbutas, unlike earlier scholars – 
the nineteenth-century predecessors of the idea of matriarchy – did not see 
the pre-patriarchal stage as more primitive than what followed afterward. 
Quite the contrary, the whole book, as I discussed in the previous chapter, 
was intended to show the cultural superiority of the matristic Goddesses-
worshiping society in contrast to the later androcentric Indo-European civi-
lization, and to depict and interpret its spiritual and artistic achievements.

Gimbutas’ work on Old Europe was instantly taken up by the emerging 
feminist art movement. In 1978, the feminist journal Heresies dedicated 
the whole issue to the topic of the Great Goddess, including artistic, philo-
sophical, and historical explorations of the subject. One of the editors of 
the issue, the pioneer of the feminist art movement Mary Beth Edelson pub-
lished an article, where she described a Goddess pilgrimage, inspired by 
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reading Gimbutas’ The Gods and Goddesses.49 In 1977, after studying the 
maps provided by Gimbutas, she undertook a journey to Hvar island, then 
a part of Yugoslavia, looking for traces of the prehistoric spirituality of Old 
Europe. On this island Edelson managed to locate a cave, which supposedly 
served as a place for Goddess rituals in the Neolithic period. In this cave she 
performed rituals in order to spiritually reconnect to the ancient past and 
recorded them with a photo camera.50 Edelson explained her desire to visit 
a site of the prehistoric Goddess worship as an urge to physically experience 
the presence of the past, as it was somehow preserved in the materiality 
of a Neolithic site.51 Edelson’s and other articles52 in this issue of Heresies 
were the first signs of the feminist interest in Gimbutas’ work, which pro-
vided visual and material substance to the feminist desire to revive Goddess 
spirituality.

While Gimbutas did not belong to any feminist spirituality groups and 
denied any relationship with feminism, her works were promoting a message 
identical to that of the Goddess movement – that a society guided by “femi-
nine values” was a happier and more advanced society than a patriarchy. 
While some prominent voices in the feminist spirituality movement were 
careful in arguing for or against the actual existence of prehistoric “matriar-
chies,” and saw this idea mostly as a metaphor for female empowerment, the 
work of Gimbutas advocated the actual facticity of the prehistoric Goddess 
worship and female social leadership. The Gods and Goddesses also pro-
vided an abundance of visual materials to inspire women-centered artistic 
imaginary. Finally, Gimbutas herself was an exemplary woman scholar, as 
if embodying the values of feminine leadership and almost witchlike wis-
dom that the feminist spirituality movement praised. According to Christ, 
Gimbutas’ work was “radical and implicitly feminist”53 and provided a 
“scientific,” factual background for the ideas of a prehistoric matristic soci-
ety and the millennia-long worship of Goddesses. Gimbutas’ findings and 
her scientific authority therefore gave a boost to the literal interpretation of 
the prehistoric Goddess worship.

Gimbutas’ Role in the Goddess Movement

When in 1982 Gimbutas’ book was republished with the originally intended 
title, as The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe, 6500–3500 B.C.: Myths 
and Cult Images,54 her popularity among the feminist spirituality movement 
started growing rapidly. The same year the ecofeminist Charlene Spretnak 
included Gimbutas’ article “Women and Culture in Goddess-oriented Old 
Europe” in the edited volume on women’s spirituality.55 A few years later 
another edited volume Weaving the Visions: New Patterns in Feminist 
Spirituality56 was published, featuring the same article by Gimbutas. In 
this volume, Gimbutas’ text about the Goddess-oriented Old Europe was 
featured next to some well-known feminist thinkers, and critics of patriar-
chal social and religious structures, such as Gloria Anzaldúa, Alice Walker, 
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Susan Griffin, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, 
Mary Daly, Audre Lorde, and others. Placed in the section “Our Heritage is 
Our Power,” Gimbutas’ text answered the need, as editors explained, for “a 
positive past with which feminists can identify, the search for new ways to 
imagine and speak about the sacred, the effort to redefine the self and trans-
form a patriarchal world.”57 Gimbutas’ narrative of Old Europe provided 
an image of a “positive past,” an egalitarian society, where women could 
make choices about their social and sexual life and obtain positions of the 
highest social and political authority.58 Uncovering the positive female sym-
bolism as encoded in the many manifestations of the prehistoric Goddess, 
Gimbutas participated, as Christ put it, in affirming the history of female 
power.59 As the neopagan priestess and writer Starhawk explained in ret-
rospect, Gimbutas’ work supported the feminist project of reclaiming the 
body, and argued that patriarchy, war, and violence were not necessarily a 
part of human nature, but rather an unfortunate historical development.60

If in The Gods and Goddesses Gimbutas only hinted at the potential 
psychological and political effects of her work on Old Europe, her last two 
books The Language of the Goddess (1989)61 and The Civilization of the 
Goddess (1991)62 were written already in full belief that the recovery of 
the prehistoric Goddess religion could contribute to a positive change in 
contemporary consciousness. Although both books followed the scien-
tific requirements of the discipline of archaeology, they were written for a 
broader rather than specialist audience, discussing the spiritual and political 
implications of a women-centered reimagining of the prehistory of Western 
civilization. The interpretation of archaeological materials provided in these 
books must have been quite counterintuitive for a reader unfamiliar with 
Gimbutas’ previous works or with the feminist spirituality movement, as 
the books took for granted the existence of a gylanic social structure in 
Neolithic and Paleolithic times.

Gimbutas borrowed the word “gylanic” (meaning that the society was 
presided by a queen-priestess, and worshiped a female Goddess)63 from 
the author Riane Eisler.64 Eisler’s popular book The Chalice and the Blade 
(1988) was in turn heavily influenced by Gimbutas’ work.65 The Chalice 
and the Blade revised the history of civilization from the perspective of 
two competing systems – that of domination, characterized by “mascu-
line” values of hierarchy, power, and domination on the one hand, and 
that of partnership, characterized by “feminine” values of care, equality, 
and creativity on the other hand.66 Writing in 1988, Eisler argued that 
neither Communism nor capitalism can provide a solution to contempo-
rary social, economic, and environmental dilemmas, and that the path for-
ward lies in the revival of gylany, or a society based on the partnership 
between the sexes.67 Both Eisler and Gimbutas preferred the word gylany 
over matriarchy to talk about a social system that is not patriarchal and 
is essentially egalitarian in terms of gender.68 Matriarchy, they argued, 
could be misunderstood as a reversal of patriarchy, which was not the 
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case in Old Europe, because “men were not oppressed by women,”69 wrote 
Gimbutas.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s Gimbutas established a close rela-
tionship with many people active in the feminist spirituality movement: 
ecofeminist Charlene Spretnak, writer and psychotherapist Patricia Reis, 
Buddhist teacher Joan Iten Sutherland (editor of Gimbutas The Language 
of the Goddess),70 Joan Marler (editor of The Civilization of the Goddess,71 
Gimbutas’ personal assistant and biographer), mythologist Miriam Robbins 
Dexter (editor of the posthumously published The Living Goddess),72 and 
others. Spretnak described the relationship between the feminist spirituality 
movement and Gimbutas in the following way: “we visited her, held gath-
erings to wish her well, expressed our gratitude, and offered other acts of 
friendship,” making it clear that Gimbutas was not a member of any of the 
Goddess worshippers’ groups, but rather an honorable guest.73 Gimbutas 
was invited to give talks at the Goddess worshippers’ meetings, appeared 
on radio and TV shows,74 in articles of countercultural publications,75 and 
more mainstream newspapers.76 The presentation of her Civilization of the 
Goddess drew a crowd of people to a church in Santa Monica in 1991, and 
Gimbutas received standing ovations after the ceremony.77 Gimbutas had 

Figure 5.1  Gimbutas became friends with many people involved in the Goddess 
movement. With Charlene Spretnak at Gimbutas’ house in Topanga. 
1989. 
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personal friendships with the members of the movement, which grew into a 
support network during the last decade of her life.  

To understand the character of veneration that Gimbutas received from 
the women participating in the Goddess movement it is revealing to analyze 
in more detail the interaction between Gimbutas and her fans at the “Goddess 
Weekend” event, which took place in Sudbury, Massachusetts in 1992.78 As in 
other similar events of the feminist spirituality movement’s circles, Gimbutas 
there gave a lecture about the matristic civilization of Old Europe and received 
questions from the audience. This was followed by a consciousness-raising 
circle, in which participants shared the stories of revelation, experienced while 
reading Gimbutas’ work. At least two of the participants emphasized coming 
from an Irish Catholic background, and stressed that Gimbutas’ work revealed 
to them the possibility to reconnect with their European roots. Because of 
Gimbutas’ work they realized that behind the oppressive patriarchal Christian 
religion there was another, more ancient level of the European spiritual herit-
age, which was, in fact, empowering for women. To put it in the words of 
one participant, Gimbutas’ work was truly inspirational for her in finding the 
sacredness and beauty of women and femininity. “I found my roots, I found 
my home, I can do my work, I am not alone,” she shared emotionally.79 Yet 
another participant – a second-generation Lithuanian – claimed to have found 
in Gimbutas’ work her lost motherland.

Being feminists of a white European background, these women were 
grateful to Gimbutas for the possibility to realize that not everything 

Figure 5.2  At one of the women’s spirituality events, with Joan Marler. Massachusets, 
1992. 
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connected with the Western civilization and whiteness was oppressive and 
patriarchal. Their contributions to the consciousness rising circle revealed 
a powerful personal relationship with Gimbutas’ work as a source of spir-
itual empowerment. For the movement, which was comprised mainly of 
women of white European background, Gimbutas’ work provided a wel-
come rewriting of the history of Western civilization. Gimbutas argued that 
the roots of the European culture can be found in the historical layer of the 
gylanic Goddess-centered civilization, the values of which could provide a 
way out of the troubles of modern patriarchal societies. Finally, the change 
in consciousness, which Mary Daly advocated for in her powerful 1973 
book, could be inspired by the deep past of European nations, and the femi-
nists of the Goddess movement could reconnect to what they saw as their 
own cultural and historical background in a positive way.

The Language and Civilization of the Goddess

In her last two books, The Language of the Goddess and The Civilization of 
the Goddess, Gimbutas elaborated the literally black-and-white distinction 
between the Old European and Indo-European civilizations, as represented 
in their “diametrically opposed” symbolism, religion, and social system.80 
If in the chthonic Old European symbolism the color black was the color 
of life, Earth, and the fertility of moist soil, then in the sky-oriented Indo-
European mythology black became the color of death.81 Similarly, if in the 
Old European cosmology snake was the symbol of vitality, life energy, and 
regeneration, in the Indo-European symbolism the snake became the sym-
bol of evil, which was then carried into the Christian Paradise myth. This 
radical change in religious symbolism – from the one venerating goddess, 
femininity, nature, and earth, to the one venerating the male warrior sky 
god – reflected also the change in social structure which happened with 
the expansion of Indo-Europeans to the European continent in the fourth 
and third millennia B.C. The change, as Gimbutas argues, was violent and 
radical, and it was reflected in the foundational myths of the Indo-European 
civilizations. Nordic, Babylonian, as well as Vedic myths tell the allegory of 
the male god of sky and thunder, who kills the evil serpent and thus starts 
a new epoch.82 Feminists in the 1970s and the 1980s had interpreted this 
myth as an allegory of the literal overthrow of the previous gylanic social 
structure by patriarchy.83 Gimbutas largely embraced this interpretation 
and supported it with her interpretation of archaeological evidence.

Gimbutas’ goal in The Language of the Goddess and The Civilization of 
the Goddess was, however, not so much to analyze the violent rise of patri-
archy, but to reconstruct the symbolism, worldview, and social system of the 
pre-patriarchal, gylanic civilization of Old Europe. This task, in Gimbutas’ 
view, had not only a scholarly importance, but also, and primarily, a spir-
itual and therefore political contemporary importance. In line with feminist, 
environmentalist, and pacifist ideas, Gimbutas saw modernity, both in its 
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Western and Soviet guises, as leading humanity to self-destruction and the 
destruction of the environment.84 She criticized the notions of civilization 
and progress, which took for granted the androcratic model of social organi-
zation, characterized by “hierarchical political and religious organization, 
warfare, a class stratification, and a complex division of labor.”85 None of 
this was intrinsic to human nature, she thought, and did not represent a 
higher stage of development of human society. A hierarchical and oppressive 
social organization should rather be seen as a mistake that has been continu-
ously sustained for 5000 years by the many forms of patriarchal rule.

Gimbutas argued that the earliest and foundational form of human spir-
ituality was woman- and Goddess- oriented, and she aimed to prove it by a 
description and interpretation of a “myriad” of images and artifacts surviv-
ing from the prehistoric times. The Great Goddess was to be understood 
as a metaphor for the creative powers and mysteries of nature itself, of the 
cycle of life, death, and regeneration, which was central to the worldview of 
the prehistoric people.86 This Goddess-centered spirituality resulted also in a 
social system, Gimbutas believed, which was beneficial for the flourishing of 
human creativity, and was not based on violence or oppression on the basis 
of sex or class. The Old European society, which believed in the Goddess 
as nature itself, lived in a harmonious relationship with the environment, 
and embraced the immanence of life.87 The overthrow of this civilization by 
Kurgans, in Gimbutas’ eyes, was comparable to the violent conquest of the 
Americas by the European colonizers.88

In her final works and speeches Gimbutas proposed that a change of 
consciousness could drastically change the contemporary world. If con-
temporary Western civilization would stop prioritizing the “philosophical 
rejection of this world”89 and would embrace the chthonic and immanent 
spirituality of the Goddess, this could stop the march of the destructive 
modern technological “progress.” Echoing the ideas popular in the feminist 
spirituality movement and ecofeminism,90 Gimbutas suggested that salva-
tion from an apocalyptic environmental and militaristic-nuclear scenario lay 
in a fundamental spiritual and religious transformation. Humanity needed a 
shift from the transcendental religions, starting with the Indo-European sky 
gods and continuing with Judaism and Christianity, towards the religions of 
immanence, such as the religion of the Great Goddess in prehistoric Europe. 
Gimbutas argued that the gylany of Old Europe, which centered the “femi-
nine principle” in social and spiritual life, which celebrated the eternal circle 
of life and death, and lived in harmony with nature, was an alternative to 
the androcratic Western civilization.91

A reflection and affirmation of “our authentic European Heritage – 
gylanic, nonviolent, earth-centered culture”92 was, in Gimbutas’ words, the 
best answer to the pervasiveness of patriarchy. She believed that despite 
the overwhelming historical changes over millennia, the remnants of the 
Old European culture were still alive at some level in modern European 
societies, as much as they were preserved in folk culture and the individual 
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subconscious. Gimbutas presented, for example, a cross-cultural com-
parison of female deities (the Lithuanian and Latvia Laima, the Irish and 
Scottish Brigit, the Greek Artemis, etc.) and rituals devoted to them, arguing 
that these goddesses have roots in the Old European symbolism and “have 
nothing to do with the Indo-European pantheon of Gods.”93 Gimbutas 
also emphasized that the worldview of Old Europe still lived in “the sub-
conscious dream and fantasy world”94 of contemporary people. With ref-
erence to Jungian psychoanalysis95 and the work of Jung’s disciple Erich 
Neumann,96 Gimbutas argued for the persistence of Goddess archetypes 
and “the feminine principle” as a part of collective human unconscious.97 
The survival of Goddess symbolism on the unconscious level meant that 
the contemporary people were still able to decipher, understand, and revive 
the spirituality of Old Europe, despite it being so radically opposed to the 
contemporary patriarchal worldview.

From Witch-Hunts to Stalinism

Gimbutas’ narrative of Old Europe challenged the universalistic narrative 
of Western civilization and its patriarchal aspects from a women-centered 
perspective. It also positioned the Eastern margins, including Gimbutas’ 
own homeland Lithuania, at the very center of this counter-narrative. In 
Gimbutas’ work, one of the most prominent examples of the oppressed 
European gylanic heritage was the figure of the witch. The witch for 
Gimbutas served as an illustration of how the positive female symbol-
ism of the Old European spirituality was denigrated and reversed in the 
patriarchal Christian worldview and came to stand for the evil forces. 
Gimbutas argued that the earlier meaning of witch as a powerful pagan 
Goddess of death and regeneration “Killer-Regeneratrix,”98 persisted in 
the hidden pagan tradition carried by women, the unconscious realm, and 
the folklore images. The most authentic images of the witch, according to 
Gimbutas, could be found in European folklore, as for example the Basque 
Mari, Irish Morrígan, Russian Baba Yaga, Polish Jȩdzia, and Lithuanian 
and Latvian Ragana. Lithuanian folklore had an especially important 
role in Gimbutas’ interpretation. She explained that the word Ragana in 
Lithuanian was etymologically connected with the word “regėti” (to see, 
to foresee) and “ragas” (a horn) – which revealed her prophetic powers 
and her connection with the symbolism of the Goddess of regeneration.99 
Gimbutas, who at times did not hesitate to call herself a sort of Ragana, as 
I have discussed in previous chapters, suggested that despite the negative 
connotations attached to the figure of witch in modern times, it continues 
to empower women.

Gimbutas’ preoccupation with the figure of the witch discursively con-
nects Gimbutas with radical feminist narratives about the empowerment 
of women, and the past as a repository of female strength. As the religious 
studies scholar Cynthia Eller notices in her ethnographic research on the 
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feminist spirituality movement, the symbolism of the witch was widely 
employed by feminists, starting already with the 1970s.100 Probably the 
first time the word “witch” entered Second Wave feminist vocabulary in 
an empowering way was as the name of the New York Radical Women 
(NYRW) action group. This anti-capitalist feminist direct action group 
called themselves W.I.T.C.H., supposedly meaning “Women’s International 
Conspiracy from Hell.” Their public interventions played with the popu-
lar misogynic imaginary of witches.101 While in this case the name was not 
employed in any spiritual sense, it was later taken up by the rising feminist 
spirituality groups, which took seriously the connection between witchcraft, 
magic, and paganism.102 The history of witchcraft also caught the atten-
tion of radical feminists, such as Daly and Andrea Dworkin.103 Daly used 
“witch” both as a powerful metaphor for reclaiming women’s power, as 
well as a reference to the historical reality of women’s oppression and the 
genealogy of women’s resistance to patriarchy.104

Echoing similar narratives popular among modern Goddess worship-
pers,105 Gimbutas argued that the early modern witch-hunts were motivated 
by the desire of the Christian Church to eradicate the last traces of the 
prehistoric religion of the Goddess and limit women’s social power. In The 
Language of the Goddess Gimbutas dedicated a long passage to describe 
witch-hunts as a continuation of the conflict between the values of matristic 
Old Europe and Indo-European patriarchal culture. Furthermore, she con-
nected the early modern witch-hunts with the atrocities of the wars and 
genocides of the twentieth century, in particular as they afflicted Eastern 
Europe. Gimbutas called the modern witch-hunts the “greatest shame” and 
the most “satanic” act of the Christian Church, which attempted to eradi-
cate the legacy of the prehistoric Great Goddess worship, as it was carried 
on by female spiritual leaders and healers, accused to be witches. Gimbutas 
called the period of witch-hunts to be “the beginning of the dangerous 
convulsions of androcratic rule, which 460 years later reached the peak in 
Stalin’s East Europe with the torture and murder of fifty million women, 
children, and men.”106 The patriarchal craving to annihilate the remnants of 
the gylanic beliefs, according to Gimbutas, led to the invention of the most 
exquisite tools of murder and torture already in the Early Modern period, 
which developed further and finally culminated in the totalitarian wars of 
the twentieth century, exemplified by the bloody rule of Stalin.

From the point of view of Gimbutas, who was used to writing about the 
developments that lasted millennia, the time distance of at least 460 years 
between the peak of the early modern witch-hunts and the violent Soviet 
occupation of Eastern Europe was rather insignificant, and represented the 
unraveling of the one and only phenomenon – perverse patriarchal rule, 
or, more precisely, its modern incarnation. In reiterating this narrative, 
Gimbutas invoked a discourse characteristic of radical feminism, which 
positioned the oppression of women at the core of all hierarchical and abu-
sive relationships, both historically and cross-culturally. At the center of 
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this drama of human history were women, “the best and bravest minds of 
the time,” who fell victim to the violent march of patriarchal “progress,” 
wrote Gimbutas.107 The historical period of modernity for Gimbutas was 
the period of “the dangerous convulsions of androcratic rule,”108 result-
ing in the twentieth-century wars and mass atrocities. The Language of the 
Goddess therefore reiterated the much beloved narrative of the feminist 
spirituality movement, to whom the prehistoric Goddess worship persisted 
in modern times as an underground pagan movement. The history of witch 
burnings became part of the history of an ongoing fight for women’s power 
against the patriarchal system, which became directly connected with the 
twentieth-century political events.109

Gimbutas, however, gave this narrative a particular twist – she included 
the Soviet Union into the self-destructive development of Western civiliza-
tion and the project of modernity. In fact, Gimbutas represented the Stalinist 
crimes in Eastern Europe as the “peak” of androcratic rule, which had been 
developing (to a disastrous effect) since the Indo-European invasion in Old 
Europe. Gimbutas’ emphasis on Stalinism stood in contrast to the usual 
Western (feminist) discourses, which regularly employ the Nazi regime as an 
example of ultimate evil.110 The literary scholar Diane Purkiss notes that in 
radical feminist discourses witch-hunts are often compared to the Holocaust 
in order to stress the immorality and the deadliness of this historical phe-
nomenon.111 By choosing Stalinism to stand for the ultimate wrongdoing 
of patriarchy in her text, Gimbutas established the difference between the 
American feminist spirituality movement and the Western discourses in gen-
eral, and emphasized her Eastern European background.112 Although in pre-
dominant Western discourses Nazism is the embodiment of evil, Gimbutas 
proposed Stalinism as the example of the most immoral and wicked regime, 
thus implicitly portraying the oppression of Eastern European countries by 
Communism as an example of ultimate victimhood.

Gimbutas’ Language of the Goddess and Civilization of the Goddess 
(1989 and 1991 respectively) were written at the time of a major political 
turmoil in Eastern Europe, including Lithuania, Gimbutas’ native country. 
The year 1989 saw the fall of the Iron Curtain, and 1990 was the year 
of the declaration of the national independence of the Baltic States, which 
finally freed themselves from the Soviet Union. These events, as I will dis-
cuss more broadly in the next chapter, encouraged a radical rejection of 
the Communist system in Eastern Europe, and an embrace of the Western 
capitalist system. Differently from the majority of intellectuals and politi-
cians with an Eastern European background at that time, Gimbutas did 
not demonstrate enthusiasm about the Western system or urge Lithuania to 
“catch up” with the West on the imaginary progress path of modernity.113 
Despite her strong disgust towards the Communist rule, she wrote about 
the Stalinist regime as part of the same phenomenon – Western modernity – 
which, in its own turn, was just a manifestation of the 5000-year-long patri-
archal rule. In this sense, Gimbutas’ approach was similar to Riane Eisler’s, 
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who argued, in her popular The Chalice and the Blade (1988), that “neither 
capitalism nor communism offers a way out of our growing economic and 
political dilemmas.”114 Writing in the 1980s and the 1990s, in the context 
of the so-called “postsocialist condition,” characterized by the disappoint-
ment with both the Western and the Communist systems among progressive 
groups,115 Gimbutas proposed that the only solution to the problems of 
modernity was a revival of Goddess spirituality and “feminine values.”116

Gylany – Bringing the Margins to the Center

In The Language of the Goddess and Civilization of the Goddess Gimbutas 
employed the methodology which she called archaeomythology, essentially 
meaning the use of myth and folklore for the interpretation of prehistoric 
materials. Archaeomythology was Gimbutas’ main tool in recovering the 
forgotten Goddess religion, as it was preserved in the folklore and tradi-
tions of various European nations. Moreover, Gimbutas thought, following 
the psychoanalytical theories of Jung and Neumann, that the archetypes 
of the early Goddess religion were also preserved in the subconscious of 
contemporary Europeans.117 The most important sources for the recovery 
of the ancient Goddess tradition were located, Gimbutas argued, on the 
cultural margins of Europe. According to her, the remnants of the Old 
European beliefs persisted mostly in the folklore and the subconscious of 
the peripheral European areas: “Basque, Breton, Welsh, Irish, Scottish, and 
Scandinavian countries or where Christianity was introduced very late, as in 
Lithuania.”118 She even argued that the small Basque ethnic group, located 
in the North of contemporary Spain, should be considered the last “living 
Old European” culture.119 The worldview of the peoples that were histori-
cally marginalized in the course of the development of Western modernity 
provided Gimbutas with the key to understanding the gylanic past.

Although Gimbutas argued that the remnants of the Old European 
spirituality can be traced across the folklore, myths, and symbols of many 
small European nations, her native Lithuania provided her with the rich-
est resource for the reconstruction of the gynocentric European past. She 
explained, for example, that snake worship was part of the traditional vil-
lage culture in Lithuania up until the twentieth century, and was a clear 
remnant of Old European symbolism.120 While the Indo-European mythol-
ogy (and connected Christian mythology) made the serpent a symbol of 
evil, in Old European mythology it was a benevolent creature, a symbol of 
vitality and regeneration.121 Lithuanian folklore also served as an example 
of the persistence of the worship of Mother Earth in Europe up until con-
temporary times.122 In the Language of the Goddess Gimbutas wrote,

In some nooks of Europe, as in my own motherland, Lithuania, there 
still flow sacred and miraculous rivers and springs, there flourish holy 
forests and groves, reservoirs of blossoming life, there grow gnarled 
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trees brimming with vitality and holding the power to heal; along 
waters there still stand menhirs, called “Goddesses,” full of mysterious 
power.123

In the excerpt above, Gimbutas claimed her own motherland Lithuania to 
be an especially rich depository of the values of Old Europe, in fact, a living 
example of the Goddess- and women- oriented spirituality and worldview. 
In this way she also positioned herself as a part of the gylanic tradition of 
Old Europe, handed down from one generation of women to the next one 
throughout the centuries.124

Gimbutas was not alone in her turn to the marginalized folk traditions 
in search of the women-centered prehistory. The anthology Weaving the 
Visions,125 which contained texts from authors representing a variety of 
religious and ethnic contexts represents the context of similar ideas flour-
ishing at the time.126 The narrative of the suppression of the original matri-
focal, Goddess-centered religion and culture in Old Europe, suggested by 
Gimbutas,127 echoes in particular the work of the Chicana lesbian poet and 
writer Gloria Anzaldúa, published in the same volume.128 Anzaldúa’s work 
on the Mexican folk religiosity, and the history of the spiritual colonization 
of Central America resembled Gimbutas’ work in tracing back the prehis-
toric women-centered culture.

Anzaldúa argued that the powerful Goddesses Creatrixes of Mesoamerican 
cultures were demonized and appropriated first by the Aztec-Mexica cul-
ture and then even more diminished by Christianity, which reduced the 
all-encompassing nature of Indian Goddesses to the image of the Virgin 
of Guadalupe. Even in this reductive portrayal, Guadalupe remained a 
potent symbol of women’s spirituality in the Chicana imagination, accord-
ing to Anzaldúa, connecting indigenous people to their ancient roots in the 
pre-patriarchal, prehistorical civilization.129 This narrative echoed that of 
Gimbutas, who claimed already in The Gods and Goddesses that the Old 
European spiritual heritage manifests to some extent in the importance 
attributed to the cult of Virgin Mary in Catholic European countries.130 For 
Gimbutas this signified that even after Christianization, European people 
found ways to continue cultivating the old beliefs, adapting them to the 
symbols and rituals provided by Catholicism. Echoing Anzaldúa’s decolo-
nial writing in the Mesoamerican context, Gimbutas claimed that although 
the Old European Goddesses were appropriated and reduced first by the 
Indo-European and then by Christian religions, they survived to some extent 
in the folk traditions of the marginalized European people and could serve 
as a tool for empowerment.

Both Anzaldúa and Gimbutas argued against the understanding of ancient 
spirituality as “primitive” and inferior to the contemporary rational-scien-
tific worldview. On the contrary, the ancient Goddess-centered spirituality 
for both authors was a source of resistance against the patriarchal notion 
of progress, and the imperialism related with it. Anzaldúa saw Western 
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modernity as the final step in suppressing the authentic spirituality of her 
people, while for Gimbutas it was the Soviet modernity that eradicated 
the leftovers of the traditional lifestyle and worldview in Lithuania and all 
across Eastern Europe. While Anzaldúa talked about the prehistoric reli-
gions of the people colonized by the European powers, for Gimbutas the 
roots of the Goddess worship were in Europe itself and were still detectible 
in its most marginalized corners. If Anzaldúa saw Europe and the Western 
civilization as the cause for the eradication of the indigenous women- and 
Goddess- centered civilization and spirituality, for Gimbutas, the history of 
Europe itself represented a story of the tragic eradication of gylanic herit-
age in the name of patriarchal progress. The indigenous European Goddess 
spirituality and women-oriented culture was, in Gimbutas’ narrative, the 
first victim of the rise of patriarchy. The original and authentic culture of 
Old Europe was therefore not patriarchal, but gylanic, which placed the 
decolonial feminist solution to the ills of modernity at the very core of its 
inception – at the origin story of Western civilization.

The Uses and Abuses of Eastern European Heritage

In Living in the Lap of the Goddess (1995) Cynthia Eller showed, among 
other things, how the predominantly white participants of the feminist spir-
ituality movement in the U.S. were concerned about cultural borrowing 
inherent in their religious practices.131 On the one hand, white women, who 
made up the disproportionate majority of the feminist spirituality move-
ment, wanted to avoid Eurocentrism in their beliefs, and therefore took 
African, Asian, or Native American traditions to be as much their heritage 
as the European ones.132 Moreover, the striving to integrate diverse cultural 
traditions into the mold of the modern Goddess worship was motivated by 
the wish to stress the universal oppression of women, and the global pre-
patriarchal tradition of Goddess worship.133 On the other hand, borrowing 
from the traditions of the people who have been colonized and oppressed 
by the European powers caused debate inside the movement about the eth-
ics of cultural appropriation. Can white women of European descent pick 
and choose from the leftovers of the spiritual traditions that have largely 
been eradicated by European colonialism and suffered as a consequence 
of Western “progress”? Being aware of this problem, and facing criticism 
inside and outside the movement, some spiritual feminists decided to turn to 
the tradition, which was supposedly authentically “theirs” – the pre-patriar-
chal European tradition of Goddess worship.134

This position was advocated by the high priestess of Dianic Wicca,135 
Zsuzsanna Z. Budapest, whom Eller identifies as “the closest thing feminist 
spirituality has to a founder.”136 Born Zsuzsanna Emese Mokcsay in 1940, 
Budapest took her pseudonym from the name of her hometown – Budapest, 
the capital of Hungary. Being of Eastern European origin, Budapest had 
a life trajectory that echoed that of Marija Gimbutas. Like Gimbutas, she 
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was forced to flee from Soviet aggression in Eastern Europe, except not 
during the Second World War, as Gimbutas did, but during the Hungarian 
Uprising of the 1956. Budapest eventually ended up in the United States, 
and after separating from her husband entered the feminist activist scene in 
Los Angeles in 1970.137 Being passionate about neopaganism, in 1971 she 
founded the first feminist witches’ coven, called the Susan B. Anthony Coven 
No.1,138 and in this way essentially put the Goddess spirituality movement 
in motion. Budapest, in her self-fashioning as the founder and high priest-
ess of feminist witchcraft, relied extensively on her Eastern European roots. 
Budapest claimed that she inherited the tradition of witchcraft from her 
mother Masika Szilagyi, who was allegedly an heir of the centuries’ old 
tradition of Hungarian witchcraft. Budapest also referred to Hungarian 
folklore in her books The Feminist Book of Lights and Shadows (1975) 
and The Holy Book of Women’s Mysteries (1989), which established the 
rituals of Dianic Wicca.139 Referring mainly to her Eastern European roots 
helped Budapest avoid the blame of cultural appropriation, an issue, which 
was otherwise troubling the white women within the feminist spirituality 
movement. She insisted on turning back to “our own heritage,” meaning the 
folklore of the European peoples.140

Although Gimbutas was far from being a founder or a priestess of femi-
nist neopaganism, her popularity within the Goddess movement was also 
derived to some extent from her emphasis on her Eastern European roots, 
and the construction of a romantic image of Lithuania as a land with a 
particularly authentic connection with the Old European gylanic heritage. 
As shown above, Gimbutas did not only use Lithuanian folklore in order 
to interpret the archaeological materials from the European Neolithic. She 
also presented an Orientalized image of modern Lithuania as a country, 
which managed to preserve not only premodern, but even prehistoric herit-
age, manifesting in a strong and authentic bond with the worship of the 
Goddesses and the exceptional respect for nature.141 By relying on such a 
picture of her “motherland,” Gimbutas presented herself not only as a disin-
terested scientist/objective researcher, but also as an heir of the tradition of 
her own people, which she was restoring to life. For the feminist spirituality 
movement, therefore, Gimbutas was definitely not only a knowledgeable 
and impartial scientist to whom Goddess worshippers turned for the evi-
dence of the prehistoric matristic civilization. By virtue of being ethnically 
Lithuanian, Gimbutas also supposedly had a personal connection to the 
gylanic European heritage. All of this made her into a figure which could 
be seen and venerated as a “crone” – someone who embodied wisdom and 
feminine power.142

Gimbutas, as I have shown above, presented a narrative of the prehistory 
of the Western civilization in which the authentic indigenous Old European 
civilization was matristic, egalitarian, peaceful, and Goddess-worshipping, 
oppressed by the patriarchal invaders from the East. This narrative allowed 
the predominantly white feminist spirituality movement to reconnect with its 
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European heritage in a new way, without the “white liberal guilt”143 about 
the atrocities caused by Western colonialism and modernization. Gimbutas 
constructed Lithuania (similarly to Hungary in the case of Budapest) as a 
marginalized and oppressed country, as a European periphery that both pre-
served the most authentic connection to gylany, and suffered under the most 
extreme “convulsions of androcratic rule.”144 The “Europeanness,” repre-
sented by Gimbutas in the eyes of the feminist spirituality movement was 
not dominant or oppressive, but subordinate and marginalized. This made 
it much more relatable for the women in the feminist spirituality movement, 
who tended to empathize with the underdog, the oppressed, rather than the 
oppressor.145

However, it is worth noting, that even while being historically mar-
ginalized and/or colonized by big neighboring Empires, countries like 
Lithuania or Hungary retained a cultural status associated with Western 
and European allegiance. As scholars of postcolonialism and postsocialism 
have noted, in the case of Soviet modern imperialism, contrary to the history 
of Western colonialism, it was the Communist occupants who were con-
sidered “barbaric” and “inferior” among the East Central European intel-
ligentsia.146 Gimbutas, descending from Lithuanian national intelligentsia 
therefore embodied the sort of European heritage with which the women in 
the feminist spirituality movement could identify due to perceived cultural 
similarity, but without guilt. Here was a truly European culture, which was 
allegedly unmarked by the history of ruthless colonization and exploitation 
of foreign lands. Instead, it was a kind of Europeanness, which was mar-
ginalized and oppressed, and furthermore, had an authentic relation to the 
premodern and pre-patriarchal tradition of Goddess worship. This resulted 
in maintaining and exaggerating the image of Lithuania as the idealized pre-
modern European homeland among the Goddess movement.

Lithuania “Out of Time”

The documentary Signs Out of Time,147 made by the neopagan priestess 
Starhawk and the Canadian film maker Donna Read, is a great example 
of how the romantic image of Lithuania, as constructed by Gimbutas, was 
taken up by the feminist spirituality movement at face value and reiter-
ated to the extent where it became a figment of Orientalist imagination. 
The filming crew of the documentary visited Lithuania in 1999,148 but the 
video materials selected for the final version could have as well represented 
Lithuania in the nineteenth century, before modernization. To enhance this 
effect, the voice-over of the documentary described Lithuania as “a land 
tucked away in north-east Europe, where remnants of an ancient world 
still linger, passed down through families.”149 The documentary starts by 
showing a group of people celebrating the summer solstice, wearing a styl-
ized traditional Lithuanian peasant attire. Other video fragments show the 
following imagery: a man and a woman plowing soil with a horse-drawn 
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plow; an old woman cutting grass with a hand-held sickle; village women 
signing folk songs; elderly ladies selling vegetables at a market. While the 
voice-over tells how the “common people of Lithuania” were an inspira-
tion for Gimbutas’ work, the video shows the Skansen-style Dzūkijos folk-
lore museum150 and the traditional household items displayed in a wooden 
peasant house. The documentary does not feature any Soviet or post-Soviet 
architecture, no modern city life, almost no modern technology. The unre-
alistically “ancient” imagery presented in the documentary confirms the 
image of Lithuania promoted by Gimbutas – as a premodern land, where 
the spiritual connection with Old Europe still lingers. The documentary by 
Starhawk and Read reproduced therefore the images typical of Western ori-
entalism towards Eastern Europe, as lagging behind the West in terms of 
modernization.151

An important role in promoting this Orientalized image of Lithuania was 
played also by Joan Marler, a participant in the feminist spirituality move-
ment, Gimbutas’ editor and close personal assistant in the last years of her 
life (1987–1994).152 In her hagiographic biographical essays Marler depicted 
Gimbutas as being imbued with nearly magical characteristics, which were 
supposedly a part of her Lithuanian heritage. Marler wrote, for example, 
that as a child Gimbutas received a “prophesy” from her mother, that she 
would “give something very important to the world, which will keep people 
from becoming ill.”153 In Marler’s writing, Gimbutas appeared to be an 
heir of healing powers, transmitted through her mother, similarly to the 
autobiographical narrative promoted by Budapest. Gimbutas, according 
to Marler, was not simply representing Lithuanian culture – she embod-
ied the “Lithuanian soul” – meaning that Gimbutas inherited the values of 
the gylanic Old Europe culture. Marler’s biographical writing on Gimbutas 
echoed closely the theory of the universal mythic structure of a “hero’s jour-
ney” by Joseph Campbell.154 Her work presented Gimbutas as a struggling 
heroine, who persisted in her endeavors, fighting against all odds and evil 
forces. Gimbutas, in Marler’s narrative, came out of her allegorical journey 
triumphantly, with an important message that she had deciphered from the 
prehistoric materials – the message that had the power to “heal” contempo-
rary society, even to save humanity from self-destruction.155

There is an interesting detail that appears in the (auto)biographical nar-
ratives of both Budapest and Gimbutas. Namely, the pagan spirituality that 
they both encountered in their youth is represented not necessarily as some-
thing practiced in their (middle-class) families, but as transmitted via the serv-
ants of the household. Servants, who would come from peasantry, were the 
actual believers in the Fates, as in the case of Gimbutas, or the carriers of the 
knowledge of witchcraft, as in the case of Budapest. As Marler narrated it, 
Gimbutas was first touched by the symbolism of Lithuanian folklore due to 
her encounter with the working Lithuanian peasant women, who were sing-
ing “authentic, very ancient” songs. Her early knowledge of and interest in 
pagan folk beliefs were also derived from the peasant household servants.156 
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Similarly, Budapest claimed to have inherited Eastern European folk wisdom 
from her mother, who got initiated into the ancient Hungarian witchcraft 
tradition by a peasant household servant.157 The tendency in both Gimbutas’ 
and Budapest’ (auto)biographical narratives to attribute the continuity of 
the matristic Old European culture to peasants reflects the fascination that 
Eastern European interwar nationalist intellectuals had with “authentic” 
peasant culture.158

Old European heritage that was described in Gimbutas’ works, and 
eagerly appropriated by the feminist spirituality movement as its “sacred 
history,”159 relied on an Orientalizing image of Lithuania, which in turn was 
partly derived from the Eastern European nationalist idealization of peasant 
culture, characteristic to the interwar period. Gimbutas’ narrative of Old 
Europe repositioned the Eastern margins of Europe, including Lithuania, 
at the very core of the story of Western civilization. In a somewhat decolo-
nial move Gimbutas subverted the hierarchies of power and value inherent 
in the center and periphery dualism and aimed to reevaluate Lithuanian 
folk culture and heritage, together with other marginalized European folk 
cultures, as the source of the authentic spiritual renewal. It was however, 
eventually romanticized and turned into an Orientalizing picture of a “para-
dise lost,” losing sight of post-socialist political and ideological intricacies, 
and most problematically, without the awareness of the history of local 
ethnic-nationalisms.

Constructing the Old European Heritage

In this chapter I have read Gimbutas in the context of radical and cultural 
feminism, and in particular in the context of the American Goddess spirituality 
movement from the 1970s until the 1990s. In her works Gimbutas developed 
a distinct political vision, which was women-centered, environmentalist, and 
pacifist. While she always resisted the label of feminism, Gimbutas argued for 
no less than what Mary Daly suggested to be the ultimate goal of a radical 
feminist revolution – the overcoming of the imaginary of a single male God 
and a transformation of consciousness. The efforts of the so-called “cultural 
feminists” to reimagine the world, to retell the history of humanity, and undo 
the deeply seated patriarchal structures inside their own thinking cannot be 
easily dismissed, because they still inform contemporary feminism. Gimbutas’ 
works are a part of this heritage and should be critically reread with an eye for 
the possibilities for a new feminist interpretation. Gimbutas’ attention to mar-
ginalized cultures, her resistance to patriarchal narratives, especially the critique 
of the narrative of progress and civilization, and obviously, her criticism of the 
male-centered view of the prehistory of “the Western civilization” are worthy 
of continuous feminist attention.

Bringing Gimbutas to the center of a feminist historiography in this chap-
ter I have emphasized the ambiguous relationship that the Goddess spirituality 
movement has with “their” white European cultural background. In particular 
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I aimed to shed light on the imaginary relationship with the (former) state-
socialist Europe within the discourses and politics of this feminist strand. 
Gimbutas was a particularly attractive figure for the feminist spirituality move-
ment, since she provided an emphatically feminist narrative about the matristic 
European past, thus reversing the usual patriarchal story of the development 
of the “Western civilization.” Her theory of Old Europe provided a number 
of symbolically and spiritually important materials, including visual ones, for 
feminists of white European descent within the feminist spirituality movement. 
Due to Gimbutas’ work, these feminists felt that they could find elements of 
empowering gylanic past in “their” cultural heritage – the prehistoric Europe 
civilization – and thus avoid charges of cultural appropriation.

However, the picture of Old Europe has been constructed by Gimbutas 
from a particular (Lithuanian) location on the geographical, historical, and 
economic European margins – the so-called post-socialist “New Europe.” 
Her theory of a matristic past and, in particular, her hypothesis about the 
continuity of archetypical and folklore images of women’s strength in twen-
tieth-century Lithuanian culture, must be read as a part of an ongoing nego-
tiation of Eastern European belonging to Europe. In her later books, written 
around the fall of the Iron Curtain, when the Eastern European nations 
regained national independence, Gimbutas rewrote the mainstream Western 
(pre)historical narrative, making space for the history of post-socialist 
Europe and emphasizing the fundamental Europeanness of Lithuanian cul-
ture. Gimbutas’ idealized picture of Lithuania, as a particularly authentic 
resource for the reconstruction of matristic Old European symbolism, was 
taken up by the women’s spirituality movement in an Orientalizing way, 
perpetuating stereotypes about Eastern Europe as lagging behind on the 
road of modernity. Following this observation, I do not argue however, 
that Old European heritage, as described by Gimbutas, does not “belong” 
to the American feminist spirituality movement and therefore was “appro-
priated.” Instead I propose that any heritage, feminist or non-feminist, is 
always to some extent constructed from a contemporary perspective. The 
notion of “Europe” in Gimbutas’ Old Europe has to be denaturalized with 
attention to Eastern European political sensitivities in the context of the end 
of the Cold War and the fall of the Iron Curtain.
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in From the Realm of the Ancestors: An Anthology in Honor of Marija Gimbutas 
(Manchester: Knowledge, Ideas and Trends, 1997), 7–25; Joan Marler, “Marija 
Gimbutas: Tribute to a Lithuanian Legend,” in Women in Transition: Voices from 
Lithuania, ed. Suzanne LaFont (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1998), 113–132; Joan 
Marler, “Gimbutas, Marija Birutė Alseikaitė,” in Notable American Women: 
A Biographical Dictionary Completing the Twentieth Century, ed. Susan Ware 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004), 234–236. She also initiated the 
publication of one of the biggest books of tributes to Gimbutas, collecting articles 
from various disciplines as well as different countries, see Marler, From the Realm 
of the Ancestors. Marler also advised the makers of the documentary Signs Out of 
Time.

153 Joan Marler, “Introduction,” in From the Realm of the Ancestors: An 
Anthology in Honor of Marija Gimbutas (Manchester: Knowledge, Ideas and 
Trends, 1997), 1–6.

154 The schema of the mythic narrative was summarized by Campbell in the fol-
lowing way: “a hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a 
region of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there encountered and a 
decisive victory is won: the hero comes back from this mysterious adventure 
with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man.” In Joseph Campbell, The 
Hero with a Thousand Faces (Novato, CA: New World Library, 2008), 23.

155 Gimbutas and Campbell held correspondence and admired each other’s work. 
Currently Marija Gimbutas’ Collection (meaning her personal library, or a 
part of it) at the OPUS Archives is held together with the private library of 
Campbell. The busts of Gimbutas and Campbell decorate the entrance to the 
archive, representing, in the words of the librarian, the feminine and masculine 
elements. Joseph Campbell and Marija Gimbutas Libraries, OPUS Archives 
and Research Center, Pacifica Graduate Institute, Santa Barbara.

156 Marler, “The Circle Is Unbroken: A Brief Biography,” 9.
157 Eller, Living in the Lap of the Goddess, 55–56.
158 See Tomas Balkelis, The Making of Modern Lithuania (London: Routledge, 

2009). I also elaborate on it in Chapter 2.
159 Eller, Living in the Lap of the Goddess, 151.
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